
● Rad American Women A-Z

○ Book by Kate Schatz

○ From the New York Times bestselling team behind Rad American Women A-Z

comes an illustrated collection of radical and transformative political, social, and

cultural movements in American history.“

● Little Women

○ Novel by Louisa May Alcott

○ The story follows the lives of the four March sisters—Meg, Jo, Beth, and

Amy—and details their passage from childhood to womanhood. It is loosely

based on the lives of the author and her three sisters.

● She Persisted

○ Book by Chelsea Clinton

○ Chelsea Clinton introduces tiny feminists, mini activists and little kids who are

ready to take on the world to thirteen inspirational women who never took no for

an answer, and who always, inevitably and without fail, persisted.

● Little Leaders: Bold Women in Black History

○ Book by Vashti Harrison

○ Meet the little leaders. They're brave. They're bold. They changed the world.NEW

YORK TIMES BESTSELLERFeaturing 40 trailblazing black women in the

world's history, this book educates and inspires as it relates true stories of women

who broke boundaries and exceeded all expectations.

● I Am Malala: The Girl Who Stood Up for Education and Was Shot by the Taliban

○ Book by Christina Lamb and Malala Yousafzai



○ I Am Malala: The Story of the Girl Who Stood Up for Education and was Shot by

the Taliban is an autobiographical book by Malala Yousafzai, co-written with

Christina Lamb.

● Hidden Figures: The Untold Story of the African American Women Who Helped Win the

Space Race

○ Book by Margot Lee Shetterly

○ Hidden Figures: The American Dream and the Untold Story of the Black Women

Who Helped Win the Space Race is a 2016 nonfiction book written by Margot

Lee Shetterly. Shetterly started working on the book in 2010. The book takes

place from the 1930s through the 1960s when some viewed women as inferior to

men.

● Rad Women Worldwide: Artists and Athletes, Pirates and Punks, and Other

Revolutionaries Who Shaped History

○ Book by Kate Schatz

○ Educational and inspirational, this gift-worthy New York Times bestseller from

the authors of Rad American Women A-Z, is a bold, illustrated collection of 40

biographical profiles showcasing extraordinary women from across the globe.

● Women in Science: 50 Fearless Pioneers Who Changed the World

○ Book by Rachel Ignotofsky

○ A gloriously illustrated celebration of trailblazing women. Women in Science

highlights the contributions of fifty notable women to the STEM fields of science,

technology, engineering and mathematics, from both the ancient and modern

worlds.



● Bad Feminist: Essays

○ Book by Roxane Gay

○ Bad Feminist: Essays is a 2014 collection of essays by cultural critic, novelist and

professor Roxane Gay. Bad Feminist explores being a feminist while loving

things that could seem at odds with feminist ideology.

● The Radium Girls: The Dark Story of America's Shining Women

○ Book by Cyrielle Evrard and Kate Moore

○ For fans of Hidden Figures, comes the incredible true story of the women heroes

who were exposed to radium in factories across the U.S. in the early 20th century,

and their brave and groundbreaking battle to strengthen workers' rights, even as

the fatal poison claimed their own lives...

● Becoming

○ Book by Michelle Obama

○ Becoming is the memoir of former United States first lady Michelle Obama,

published in 2018. Described by the author as a deeply personal experience, the

book talks about her roots and how she found her voice, as well as her time in the

White House, her public health campaign, and her role as a mother.

● Sonia Sotomayor: A Judge Grows in the Bronx

○ Book by Jonah Winter

○ The inspiring and timely story of Sonia Sotomayor, who rose up from a

childhood of poverty and prejudice to become the first Latino to be nominated to

the US Supreme Court. Before Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor took

her seat in our nation's highest court, she was just a little girl in the South Bronx.



● Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls: 100 Tales of Extraordinary Women

○ Book by Elena Favilli and Francesca Cavallo

○ This amazing book shows girls they can be anything they want

● A Vindication of the Rights of Woman: With Strictures on Political and Moral Subjects

○ Book by Mary Wollstonecraft

○ A Vindication of the Rights of Woman: with Strictures on Political and Moral

Subjects, written by the 18th-century British proto-feminist Mary Wollstonecraft,

is one of the earliest works of feminist philosophy

● Code Name Verity

○ A novel by Elizabeth E. Wein

○ Code Name Verity is a young adult historical fiction novel by Elizabeth Wein that

was published in 2012. It focuses on the friendship between two young British

women, one English and one Scottish, in World War II – a spy captured by the

Nazis in German-occupied France and the pilot who brought her there.

● Americanah

○ Novel by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie

○ Americanah is a 2013 novel by the Nigerian author Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie,

for which Adichie won the 2013 U.S. National Book Critics Circle Award for

fiction. Americanah tells the story of a young Nigerian woman, Ifemelu, who

immigrates to the United States to attend university.

● My Beloved World

○ Book by Sonia Sotomayor



○ My Beloved World is a memoir written by Sonia Sotomayor, the first Hispanic

justice on the United States Supreme Court, about her childhood, education, and

life through 1992.

● Girls Think of Everything

○ Book by Catherine Thimmesh

○ Award winning author-illustrator duo, Catherine Thimmesh and Melissa Sweet

inspire a new generation of innovators in this fascinating celebration of women

inventors from diverse backgrounds.   For fans of WOMEN WHO DARED and

WOMEN IN SCIENCE.

● Voice of Freedom: Fannie Lou Hamer, Spirit of the Civil Rights Movement

○ Book by Carole Boston Weatherford

○ A 2016 Caldecott Honor BookA 2016 Robert F. Sibert Honor BookA 2016 John

Steptoe New Talent Illustrator Award WinnerStirring poems and stunning collage

illustrations combine to celebrate the life of Fannie Lou Hamer, a champion of

equal voting rights. "I am sick and tired of being sick and tired."

● Women Who Dared: 52 Stories of Fearless Daredevils, Adventurers, and Rebels

○ Book by Linda Skeers

○ The perfect introduction for learning about women throughout history who dared

to do the extraordinary! Inspire our new generation of women to explore,

discover, persist, succeed, and fight like a girl!

● The Radical Element: Twelve Stories of Daredevils, Debutants, and Other Dauntless

Girls

○ Book by Jessica Spotswood



○ In an anthology of revolution and resistance, a sisterhood of YA writers shines a

light on a century and a half of heroines on the margins and in the intersections.

To respect yourself, to love yourself, should not have to be a radical decision.

● Femme in Public

○ By Alok Vein-Menon

○ What feminine part of yourself did you have to destroy in order to survive in this

world? At what point does femininity become synonymous with apology? Who

hurt the people who hurt you? Let's figure it out. Femme In Public (2017) is a

collection of poetry by nonbinary artist Alok Vaid-Menon. In the author's words it

"is a dream of what it could look like to celebrate transfemininity in public – both

in ourselves and for the people who desire us (by which I mean: everyone, across

time, always)." (less)

● Will be updated throughout the month of March! :)

https://www.goodreads.com/en/book/show/34607107-femme-in-public#

